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Experience the future of arcade technology with SmartMech 4,
the cutting-edge RFID card reader that will transform your arcade operations.

Designed with advanced features and innovative technology, the SmartMech 4 offers
an unparalleled player experience while maximizing operational efficiency and revenue.

The SmartMech 4 has twice
the resolution of previous 

generations and an In Plane 
Switching (IPS) display with a 

world class 170 degree viewing 
angle, setting a new standard for 

the industry.

Display AND
VIEWING ANGLES

SmartMech 4's enhanced Wi-Fi 
capabilities ensure a more 

reliable connection, facilitating 
seamless remote management 

and monitoring. This mprovement 
ensures uninterrupted game play 

and easy operations.

Improved Wi-Fi
Connectivity

With an improved video driver, 
SmartMech 4 delivers the best 

ticket stream in the industry. This 
enhancement ensures faster
and smoother ticket payouts,
dramatically enhancing the 

player experience.

Superior
Ticket Stream

SmartMech 4's intuitive
Electronic-Ticket system, based 
on our award-winning Game 
Prep, eliminates errors and 
increases uptime. The reader 
automatically detects payout 
settings and configures itself to 
work seamlessly with any arcade 
game.

User-Friendly
Ticket Configuration 

SmartMech 4 manages payments 
for simulators and attractions that 
do not support traditional coin 
and bill acceptors. Use the 
SmartMech 4 to emulate the 
strokes of a keyboard to start, 
stop, pause and replay PC-based 
games.

Keyboard Emulation
for PC-Based Games 

The addition of our illuminated 
AC button panel easily allows 
users to select the amount they 
want to spend without multiple 
card taps. Encourage players to 
continue their game or play 
another round for a reduced rate.

OFFER Multiple
Price Points 

SmartMech 4
THE NEXT 

GENERATION OF 
CARD READERS

SCAN TO SEE HOW IT WORKS



Unlimited Time Play is great way to add value during a player's visit. Give them the opportunity to have a break and pause their Time 
Play with the Pause Station mode.

Pause Station Reader Mode 

SmartMech 4 raises the bar again with an industry-first serial ticket interface which pays Electronic-Tickets instantly. This advancement 
ensures quick and accurate payouts, keeping players engaged.

Serial Ticket Payout 

Increase the payment options for your vending machines with the addition of a SmartMech 4. This exciting feature allows customers to 
use their game cards to buy items and prizes, enabling businesses to broaden their revenue streams.

Vending Machine Compatibility 

The reduced power draw extends the life on battery-supported devices, like SliderMech, from 14 days to an impressive 2.5 months. 
SmartMech 4 minimizes the need for frequent maintenance and service calls.

Improved Power Efficiency

The SmartMech 4’s integrated circuit protection safeguards against potential electrical issues, providing a reliable and trouble-free 
install environment without the need for additional hardware. Coupled with an expanded operating range of up to 24 volts, the 
SmartMech 4 offers unparalleled versatility, allowing seamless integration with a wide array of equipment.

Integrated Relay and Circuit Protection

With the Play During Pay feature, large payouts do not interrupt game play. This function lets your game continue earning while guests 
win, maximizing revenue and player satisfaction.

SmartMech 4 isn't just an RFID card reader; it is a comprehensive revenue-generating solution that 
enhances the gaming experience, increases operational efficiency, and boosts customer satisfaction. 

With SmartMech 4, running an arcade has never been more rewarding.

Play During Payout 

Custom RFID
Game Cards

EXTEND YOUR
BRAND 



Transform your arcade business with Amusement Connect's Paystation Steely Kiosks, the industry standard for efficient, self-service game 
card transactions. Our intuitive kiosks dispense new game cards or reload existing ones, streamlining your operations and enhancing the 
guest experience in your game rooms.

With the option to add a second card dispenser and bill acceptor, the Paystation Steely Kiosks help your staff meet demand, minimizing 
wait times and extending the time between collections. Depending on your business needs, they are also perfect for running 100% 
unattended game rooms or hybrid models during slower periods.

Efficiency Meets Convenience

From custom screens to wraps with your logo and design elements, your kiosk acts like an extension of your brand experience. 
With the topper bracket, you can display looping videos with pricing and promotional offers.

Customizable options to build your brand

With Amusement Connect's Paystation Steely Kiosks, you are not just investing in a payment system - you are investing in a smoother, 
more efficient guest experience. Discover the power of seamless self-service today with Paystation Kiosks.

Empower Your Arcade Business

Paystation Steely
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD 

FOR SELFSERVICE 
PAYMENT KIOSKS

 custom
branding package

LOGO

Dual
bill acceptor

Dual dispensers
400 - 800

card capacity

TV MOUNTING
BRACKET

OPTIONS



The award-winning Wally XT is a compact powerhouse that delivers outstanding performance in a sleek, space-saving design. Its 
400-card capacity with real-time notifications ensures the fun never stops.

Versatile Solutions for Game Rooms of Any Size

Wally XT
THE AWARDWINNING 

WALLMOUNTED KIOSK FOR
ANY GAME ROOM

Safeguard your money while your team reloads cards with a lockable bill box. Double the security with dedicated locks for the cover 
and cash box. 

The Wally XT pairs perfectly with the Paystation Steely as a secondary kiosk or reload station strategically located in your game room to 
minimize wait times and let guests get back in the action.

With the ability to take cash, credit, Apple, Google, and Samsung pay - the Wally XT adds more forms of payment to any location. Pair it 
with Mobile Connect to expand your revenue streams even further with Venmo or a cellular mobile wallet.

EXPAND YOUR EXISTING KIOSK OFFERINGS 

DURABILITY AND SECURITY FOR PIECE OF MIND 

BUILD A BETTER BAR SET 

SCAN TO SEE HOW IT WORKS



Minimize wait times and maximize profits
Prizezilla is the perfect solution for running unattended and attended arcades with redemption games. It eliminates the need for constant 
monitoring and manual prize distribution, making it ideal for busy days. Not only does it streamline operations, but it also enhances 
customer satisfaction by delivering on-demand prizes. The Prizezilla also offers virtual redemption prizes allowing a location to drop ship that 
expensive prize, rather then having to keep it sitting on a shelf.

Even if you already have a redemption counter, Prizezilla can seamlessly become a welcome addition, helping you keep up with demand by 
filling in for your staff on slower days and ensuring no player has to wait for their prize.

Designed for seamless integration into the Amusement Connect 
Platform, you can track inventory, receive alerts, and upload images from 
the cloud-based Operator Dashboard.

1. Players collect e-tickets on their game cards. 

2. They tap their card on Prizezilla, and pick from various prizes based on their ticket earnings. 

3. Prizezilla either dispenses the selected prize or forwards the player’s contact information via email to the designated  

 location for the virtual prize.

how PRIZEZILLA works: 

 43" 
Touch Screen

40
prize options

600
item capacity

UNLEASH THE POWER OF 
ONDEMAND REDEMPTION

Prizezilla



The Prizezilla Locker is an add-on designed to INCREASE
your PRIZE offerings and supercharge your sales

Join the future of redemption with Prizezilla Locker, where larger prizes meet 
larger smiles and larger profits.

With 20 spacious bays, Prizezilla 
Locker can accommodate prizes of 

all shapes and sizes, from plush toys 
to high-tech gadgets. This capability 

enhances your prize offering and 
makes it more diverse and appealing 

to players of all ages.

Expand Your Prize Universe

With Prizezilla Locker, players can 
choose and retrieve their winnings 
without going to the redemption 
counter. This convenience means 

less time figuring out which prizes to 
pick from and asking how many 

tickets are remaining and more time 
spent playing.

Keep the Fun Going

Prizezilla Locker is not just an 
addition to your game room; it is a 

catalyst for business growth. By 
offering various attractive prizes 

Prizezilla Locker encourages repeat 
play and fuels increased sales.

Boost Your Sales

BIGGER PRIZES FOR 
BIGGER FUN

Prizezilla
Locker



Whether you're a classic arcade enthusiast or a forward-thinking operator, our SliderMech 2 bridges the 
gap between tradition and innovation. The more robust SliderMech 2 integrates with cash, coin, credit, 
the SmartMech 4, and the new MobileMech. Same great solution, better adaptability. 

Elevate your entertainment venues, arcades, and gaming spaces to the next level with our newly upgraded SliderMech 2 to seamlessly 
accept all methods of payment, along with cashless game cards, on your beloved coin slider machines. Now, players can enjoy the 
nostalgic charm of coin-operated games while embracing the optional convenience of modern, cashless transactions.

8 COIN Slot capability

With SliderMech 2 and the new MobileMech, players can enjoy the convenience of paying through their mobile devices to access multiple 
gameplay options . This convenience enhances the player experience and speeds up game transitions, keeping your tables busy and your 
profits rolling.

Elevate THE Player Experience

SliderMech 2 works in perfect harmony with the Amusement Connect platform. Paired with Paystation Wally XT, it forms an integrated 
system perfect and situated for bars and similar settings. This comprehensive solution simplifies operations, reduces costs, and 
streamlines management, giving you more time to focus on what matters most - your customers.

Integrated for Maximum Efficiency

The ground-breaking technology of SliderMech 2 provides route operators with a powerful tool to break into new locations. Its 
innovative features and proven effectiveness make it an irresistible proposition for potential partners.

Get on board with SliderMech 2 today and step into the future of table games.
Your games, your rules, your success - SliderMech 2 is here to make it happen.

A Key to New Opportunities

THE PATENTED COIN MECH 
FOR TABLE GAMES

SliderMech 2



With over 7 million downloads, the AMI Music app offers a cool, convenient, and easy way to play music on a 
nearby AMI jukebox - and now to start and play games.

Add additional mobile payment revenue streams to any device without having a card system in place. Keep your existing methods 
of payment while also creating alternate payment options for your business through the AMI Music APP or our specialized mobile 
payment platform, Mobile Connect. Integrate easily with existing Bill Acceptors, Coin Mechs, and Credit Card Machines. Connect 
the MobileMech to your existing redemption and non-redemption games effortlessly.

FIND MORE MONEY

Gain access to your earnings and game performance from anywhere, thanks to the Amusement Connect cloud technology. Track 
all forms of payment in real-time, run collection reports, calculate commissions, and receive notifications all from your phone or 
web-based device. Automatically notify your team of game issues for efficient maintenance and problem solving, saving precious 
time and labor.

EFFICIENCY

Connect MobileMech to any game that has a Bill Acceptor, Coin Mech, Credit Card device (or any combination of ) and add the 
additional revenue stream of a mobile payment! On initial setup, MobileMech pairs with the local Wi-Fi and connects to our 
Operator Dashboard, giving operators all of the reporting they have come to know and love from Amusement Connect. No 
internet? No problem! Access offline collection mode when onsite to record revenue and generate collection reports saving hours 
of time for manual calculations. 

FUNCTIONALITY

MobileMech is a groundbreaking device designed to integrate mobile payment options into your existing game 
setup using the AMI Music App or Mobile Connect, without altering current payment methods. Elevate your 
operating experience by increasing revenue, monitoring cash and coin boxes, generating automated collection 
reports, and swiftly diagnosing game issues for prompt resolutions.

What is Mobilemech?

MobileMech
INTEGRATE MOBILE 

PAYMENT OPTIONS FROM 
MOBILE CONNECT AND 

THE AMI MUSIC APP!

BE THE HERO OF THE JUKEBOX AND THE ARCADE!

SCAN TO SEE HOW IT WORKS



With Mobile Connect, players can activate games with just a scan of a QR code on a card reader. No more struggling with cards or hunting for 
cash; it's all about spontaneous gaming and immediate enjoyment. 

HOW MOBILE CONNECT WORKS
Step 1:   Scan the QR code on the card reader and open our mobile web app. No download required. 

Step 2:   Choose between a single play using Venmo or create an account and add credits. 

Step 3:   Press start and let the games begin! 

With Mobile Connect, you can capitalize on the cashless trend by giving players a way to play games with Venmo, 
Apple/Google Pay, PayPal, or mobile credit cards. It’s as easy as Point, Click, and Play. 

MORE FORMS OF PAYMENT

When you team up Mobile Connect with our award-winning SliderMech, your table games, dart games, and Foosball 
tables transform into cashless, money-making game machines.

SMALL SET, SIMPLIFIED

THE  MOBILE PAYMENT PLATFORM 
THAT CONNECTS PEOPLE WITH FUN

Mobile Connect



Our cloud-based platform ensures every customer interaction is captured and analyzed, giving you clear and valuable insights to 
make informed decisions in real time from any web-enabled device. The result? Reduced labor costs and increased revenue.

Curious about your revenue while traveling? Wondering how much money you made while on vacation? Pull out your cell phone and 
take a look, or just have our system email you while you focus on other things.

Smart Tools, Smarter Decisions  

ANYTIME  REPORTING CAPABILITIES  

With real-time alerts and notifications, managing your equipment has never been easier. System alerts allow your techs to prepare in 
advance before heading to a location, preparing them to bring the right equipment and the exact prizes to fill. 

Introducing our enhanced AC Operator Dashboard, now equipped with our powerful Business Analytics platform. Now 
you can easily access comprehensive insights and metrics that enable you to cross-compare key performance indicators. 
Whether you’re managing multiple locations or expanding into new regions, our dashboard provides you with the tools 
you need to optimize your operations and maximize revenue.

Compare revenue stats across all of your business locations or against industry averages with all time reporting. See how your 
gameplay measures up and better understand how the industry is pricing the same equipment.  

REMOTE ARCADE MANAGEMENT TO CONTROL YOUR EQUIPMENT  

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON  

Want to know if Q1 revenue of this year better than last year? Need to understand how your instant prize machines have performed over the 
last two years? With AC trend reporting you can measure location or game performance over time or against industry averages to maximize 
your business potential.

PERFORMANCE TRENDS 

Buying equipment is a big investment and people always ask us how a certain game will earn. With our new Break-Even Timing Report, you 
can see how games perform by business type and region along with earning projections based on your rooms historical performance. 

BREAK-EVEN TIMING

THE CLOUDBASED PLATFORM 
THAT GIVES YOU FULL CONTROL 

OF YOUR GAME ROOMS

AC Business Analytics
& Operator Dashboard



Modern redemption arcades demand more than just transaction and inventory control. They require the adaptability to efficiently 
serve multiple customers simultaneously with a single staff member. They seek a user-friendly interface that allows players to 
effortlessly scan, touch, or even voice their prize selections. That is where Redemption Connect comes in! 

Efficiently handle up to four customers simultaneously with a single employee and a wireless barcode scanner. There is no need to 
juggle multiple wired scanners or remember which device to use. Just click or scan to effortlessly switch between all the carts and 
ensure a smooth flow for your customers. 

EFFICIENCY DEFINED

Our dual-screen experience will keep your guests eagerly engaged as they exchange tickets for fantastic prizes. It offers not only the joy 
of celebrating their victories but also the convenience of swiftly tracking their remaining balance, streamlining the redemption 
procedure. But that is not all – our leaderboards highlighting the top players will motivate others to step up their game and accumulate 
even more tickets! 

DUAL SCREENS FOR A DOUBLE DOSE OF EXCITEMENT

Import electronic packing lists (EPLs) from any industry vendor seamlessly. Set automatic text and email alerts for low or depleted 
redemption stock, ensuring your team remains well-prepared. Easily update images, adjust ticket values, customize prizes, reconcile 
inventory, and track actual costs with just a few simple clicks. Stay proactive in your operations by recognizing and adapting to trends 
related to the most sought-after prizes. 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT MADE EASY

When paired with a prize redemption device such as Prizezilla, Redemption Connect empowers you to operate an attended 
redemption counter during peak hours, enable self-service redemption on slower days, and seamlessly transition to a hybrid approach 
when necessary. Maximize your time with Redemption Connect. 

FLEXIBILITY WHEN YOU NEED IT

THE ULTIMATE REDEMPTION
& INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

SOFTWARE FOR ARCADES

Redemption
Connect



Experience smooth and hassle-free transactions with Customer Connect's Point of Sale solution. Our powerful POS system seamlessly 
integrates cutting-edge hardware, cloud-based software, and secure payment processing, thus providing your customers the flexibility 
to make payments using cash, credit, arcade credits, or a combination of their preferred methods. 

Our powerful POS allows your staff to sell attractions, party packages, reload or sell game cards, open or close customer tabs, include 
gratuity options, send food orders directly to a kitchen printer and so much more! It's the single solution to address the needs of any 
business. 

Like all Amusement Connect systems, Customer Connect operates in the cloud, eliminating the need for a server and keeping your 
initial investment costs down. With continuous cloud updates, new features and improvements are seamlessly delivered, ensuring your 
POS system remains at the forefront. 

Our intuitive and user-friendly interface enables you to become proficient with Customer Connect in a mere five minutes. By 
eliminating the need for extensive training sessions for onboarding new employees, Amusement Connect’s Customer Connect Point of 
Sale sets us apart.

Bid farewell to the constraints of a fixed physical location. With our system, you can generate sales summaries and employee time clock 
reports from anywhere. Access real-time sales data from your card system hardware, all conveniently consolidated in a single location. 
There is no need to toggle between platforms to access transaction reports and vital business insights. 

Enable your staff to effortlessly record their clock-in and clock-out times using a staff card or a personalized PIN number. Effortlessly 
eliminate the need for manual calculations, thereby minimizing payroll errors. 

SELL ARCADE CREDITS, ATTRACTIONS, AND PRODUCTS WITH EASE

CUTTING EDGE CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

EASY TO LEARN AND USE

ACCESS REAL-TIME REPORTING ON ANY DEVICE

EMPLOYEE TIME CARDS AND CLOCK MANAGEMENT

Redemption
Connect

THE POWERFUL POS SYSTEM
WITH CUTTING EDGE

TECHNOLOGY

Customer Connect
Point of Sale
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To continually bring innovation, value, and the best
possible experiences to entertainment venues.

“Focus on the experience, all else will improve.”

Our values reflect who we are and
what we stand for as a company.

Relationships
We develop, value, and cultivate
realtionships with customers, suppliers,
and industry partners that make a positive 
difference. The best relationships are a 
win-win experience.

Continuous Improvement
We are continually improving and creating 
solutions to our process and the product 
offerings.

Ethics
We have integrity and ethical behavior in all 
our actions.
Our People
We value our team, treat them fairly,
encourage continuous learning,
development, innovation and creativity;
and reward high performance.
Accountability
We are individually accountable to each 
other for delivering on our commitments and 
responsibilities.
Teamwork
We succeed by working together across 
boundaries to ensure success of our
company and our customers.

Solutions
We create better products and solutions at a 
better price.
Competitiveness
We have a strong will to win and to be the 
best at what we do. We assist our customers 
to win where they operate.
Expertise and Data
We are operators and industry experts. We 
use data and metrics to steer operational 
excellence in our own venues, and to guide 
the solutions we create for our customers.
Quality
We provide outstanding products and 
unmatched customer service that together 
deliver an unmatched value and experience 
to our customers.



Scan here to request a system 
quote for your next location

The card system
that gives you more

7050 Universal Ave, Kansas City, MO 64120sales@amusementconnect.com    (833) 727-2233
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